Medical Science Building
Drimmer Labs Rooms
MSB 113, 117, 120

Visit the ETMS webpage

*Numbers on images below correspond with written steps.

Diving Wall Panels
Present with PC
Present with Laptop
Present with Wireless Video-cast
Microphones
The Drimmer Family Lab (MSB 113, 117, & 120) is a large learning space that can be divided into three separate rooms by sliding wall panels.

Within the learning space, there are three different AV racks, each with a PC, direct laptop input, and wireless videocast for laptops and mobile devices.
When the learning space is **not** divided, the default display source is the middle AV rack in MSB117.

When the learning space is divided by the wall panels, the monitors within the divided space will display images from the corresponding AV rack.

**Present with PC**
* If planning to divide the learning space, **CLOSE** the dividing wall panels **BEFORE** using the AV Rack and selecting a source.

1. Within the AV rack, make sure the **PC** is turned **ON**

2. Touch the control monitor to wake the display

3. Select **Computer** as a source
4. With the wireless mouse and keyboard, sign into the PC using your UWO credentials, entering in your username without the “@uwo.ca”

5. Turn **System Off** when finished

Present with Laptop
* If planning to divide the learning space, **CLOSE** the dividing wall panels **BEFORE** using the AV rack and selecting a source.

1. Connect the **HDMI** or **VGA** to your laptop and make sure your laptop is turned on

2. At the AV rack, touch the control monitor to wake the display

6. Select **WorkStation Input** as a source

7. Follow the instructions shown on the monitor

8. Turn **System Off** on the control panel when finished
Present with Wireless Video-cast

* If planning to divide the learning space, **CLOSE** the dividing wall panels **BEFORE** using the AV Rack and selecting a source.

1. At the AV rack, touch the control monitor to wake display

2. **Select Wireless Video** as a source
3. Follow on-screen directions for laptops or mobile devices

4. Turn **System Off** when finished

---

**Microphones**

1. A wireless microphone is provided inside the AV rack drawer
2. The wireless microphone is best clipped to your shirt, below your neck. The microphone should be facing up towards your mouth

3. The wireless transmitter can be clipped on your pants or placed in a pocket

4. Turn on the microphone by pressing the power button on the top of the transmitter
5. When finished with microphones, please turn off and place back in the AV Rack drawer